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 In the Epistle, St. Paul speaks of the difficulties in ministry.  We have been spared many 

of these (unless you have been in a shipwreck serving the Lord lately), but the loyal disciple can 

expect to encounter hardships.  We must remain firm in our resolve to serve, must not fear that in 

these difficulties we shall be overcome - as long as we are truly serving the Lord.  Although it 

feels bad to be rejected for one’s faith - St. Paul reminds us that it is an honor (as did the other 

Apostles), and that hose who refuse to believe the truth are foolish.  However, this is not cause to 

judge them - as we are all to quick to do.  We can speak in negative ways about those who hold 

opposing views to ours (even if our view represents a truth that they do not see), but this is not 

where the Lord wants us to put our energy.  He Himself tells us judge not lest ye be judged, and 

reminds us that the measure of mercy which we apply to others will be measured back on us.  So 

how are we to do His will in the face of this opposition? 

 Paul is an example of one who faces such obstacles yet continues in his work.  The 

parable that Jesus tells us in the Gospel of the sower is appropriate for reflection today.  Although 

we can examine it from the perspective of asking ourselves what type of ground have we been 

for the reception of seed - we can also look at it from the perspective of us being the sower.  In 

the Gospel of Luke, Jesus does not say who the sower is.  In reality, the sower is Jesus Himself 

… however … those joined to His Body in Baptism, made members of His Church, and called to 

be His presence in the world must share in His mission.  Just as Jesus sent out the 72 to prepare 

for the work that He would do when He would come, so too we are to be His hands and feet 

sewing the seed of the Kingdom.  We are to sow the Word of God in speech and action; we are to 

sow the Word of God by the constancy of our practice of religion and example to others; we are 

to sow the Word of God by promoting the authentic interpretation of the Holy Scriptures and the 

understanding of Sacred Tradition as the means that God Has chosen to revel Himself.  We are to  

sew these seed even when we know that some of it will fall on the path and be stepped on by the 

forces of the world, or that some of it will fall on the dry rocky soil of a hardened heart, or fall 

into someone’s mind amid their secular cares and worries and be choked off.   

 So why sew the precious seed of God’s Word where its presence will not achieve the 

effect for which the Lord sent it?  Because … some of that seed WILL fall on good soil; some of 



that seed WILL plant itself in a heart made open and humble; some of it WILL sprout amid a 

field of weeds and crack the soil to eventually outgrow the weeds.  Some of that seed falling on a 

patch of rocky ground will find the tiny opening in that soil through which to send its shoots - 

and like the blade of grass growing in a parking lot - will be able to sustain, and over many years 

spread and crack the hard surface. 

 We sew the seeds not because of any benefit that it brings to us, not for any glory that we 

might receive - we do so int he hopes that one to two of those seeds will find  the crack in the 

hard surface, one or two of the seeds will be able to outgrow the weeds and choke them off.  One 

or two of those seeds on the path will be kicked by the rough boots stepping on them and fall in 

the soil to the side of the path.  This is the way it happens.  It is easy to sew the seeds in the rich 

soil and then to sit back and enjoy the growth - it is harder to sew int he unlikely places and aim 

for cracks, hope for amazing growth, trust that the forces that seek to step on them will 

accidentally knock them onto receptive soil.  But that’s what Jesus is calling us to do.  If not He 

would have told a parable about a farmer sewing on a field of fertile soil that lay ahead of him.   

 The world is a place filled with weeds, and hard rocky soil, and people who would step 

on the Word of God - but we must sew nonetheless.  For it is by the very power of God that some 

of that seed - cast into a place of infertility - will sprout and transform the barren places bit by 

bit, seed by seed, blade by blade.  How fortunate we are to be part of this process of the Lord 

transforming the world.  Although the barrenness seems to be spreading in our day, it is not the 

time to stop sewing - for I foresee a great harvest.  It likely will be many years after our death 

when the small plants we have planted will spread to grow.  Then they will overtake the weeds 

and the rough places, then they will be so prolific that no feet could stop them all out.  Just like 

St. Paul did not live to see the full fruits of his sewing, we must move forward and we must be 

true to the mission that we have been given as disciples - a mission to become one with the 

sower, one with the planting, laying the foundation for a harvest to come.


